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This paper will be an attempt to describe evil as it is presented 
in the thinking of B~rdyaev. It vill not be its concern to give a.n 
objective criticism or evaluation of his concept of evil. but merely a 
presentation of the same. In doing this an attempt will at ell times 
be made to remain wHhin the fre.mework of his thought. '.Lhis approach 
i'lill place several limite.tionu on this l)a.per. In the first place it will 
make it impossible to present it as a logicnl. integrated unity. In his 
examina tion of the various problems of life, Berdyaev is constantl7 faced 
11,i th pa!'adoxes that cannot be resolved and with mysteries that cannot be 
penetra ted. Inconsistencies and contra.dictions al.so make their appeal""' 
ance in his ·thought . Although cognizant of these he does not attempt to 
r em0ve them. He bel ieves they are 
••• expressions of spixitual conflict, of contradictions which lie 
at the heart of existence itself, and are not to be disguised by 
a facade of log i cal unity. Tr11e integrality of thought ,1hich is 
bound up with integral.ity of personality is an existential unity, 
note. logioal.l 
Furthermore. the verJ nature of evil as it is. presented. by Berdyaev 
makes e.ny compreheneive. precise definiti'on of it impossible. In the 
first place evil is a symbol that is t o reflect to ua ultimate reality. 
lNicolas Berdyaev, Slavery~ Freedom, translated by R. ~i. French 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1944), p. 8. 
2 
It doee t his. But it does ao v~c-uely and indiotinetly.2 At the SU!:'l8 ti~e 
evil :repr esonts t hu absolute U 'Qit of irl'ationality. It does not and 
co.unot ht.vo e.ey baais in reason beoouao aQ¥thing to which :aeo.ning can be 
h d t . · 1 ~ o.t t ao 9 . c eo. a .; o t>e ev:,. • J I~ addition, althou~h Derdyaev rocoi,n1zea 
evil a.G ,1· ,m iverael 0 it ia a. universal tlu,t ie to ba found only in the 
portioular or individua l. ..i10 such i t cannot be prec1nol y defined, but 
onn onl y be dvscr ibed c e it is r.ian1fested in t he p~rtieullAr or individual.4 
I n t ho pro oentation of this pn:ror, the subject ~otter will be divided 
i nto thl"ee clu,.p ter». In the second chapter I ~ill di~cus s thP. origin of 
evil in or<ler to t~llow both why evil ma<le ite a pea:-ance and elem to indi-
ca.to ooc1e of the ee.t~gories into i.:.•hieh ~eI'dyaev eubtlivid.e s it. in the 
third oh&.pter ve.rj.oue ma.ni.festation.s of evil will be dosoribed . The 
s.·oason :for t his i o t o 2how how evil roveals itGelf i n the ?utvia-~rd ~1o~ld. . 
In t he fourth anQ final chapter the end of ~vil will btl diaeueaod. Haro 
I proj1oso t o ahow tho li1uitn.tion s of cv1l. Thsse nr c to be ooen i n th..~t 
the ;cower <J f evil ia nev01~ :fim.o.l O c.bsolute, or complete. Evil i s not 
only dbst royod, but also ovorco~G ~~l tranef i eUred • 
., 
.c.;Cp 0 llicola.a .Berd;y&.ev, ~ Dsstiny ..21 !J!:!!, t rMsla ted by a. t ulie 
Duddinaton (London: Geoffrey n10s, 1948}, p. 18. 
J Nioola s Berdyaev, E'reedom ~~ S»irit, t ranslated bl Oliver 
.Fielding Clei'ke (L<>ndon: Geoffrey 3les, 1948) , p . 16J. 
4.aerdya.ev . Slavery ~ '!/'reodom, p. :,9. 
THE ORIGINS Ole' EVIL 
The nns\ter one gives to the question of the origin of evil is 
dep0ndent upon the primary questions of theology end anthropology. • k.ll.O 
is God and who is man?" In answering the former of these Berccyaev makes 
use of both positive and negative theology. God is first of all al.W81B 
God of the Trinity. As Father, son, and Holy Spirit the Trinity is con-
ota.ntly being born out of what Jacob ::aoehme1 calls the Ungrund. and what 
negntive t heology usually refers to es the Absolute, the Gottheit, or the 
Divi ne nothing. 1J.1he Ungrund is primacy even to God. It can be defined 
only in the terms of llegative theology. It is meonio freedom, non-being, 
( 
' a• l• ,..,."' °"• It is the nothing out of which God oreatod the world snd out 
of which He is constantly baing born. It 1s en irrat ional mysterious 
void that is beyond the reach of logic. 2 
The theogonic process in God, taking place in eternity, does not 
signify the birth of a previously non-existent God, but a mystery pl~ 
going on in the .hidden life of God.3 He is not a static principle com-
pletely self-sufficient and self-contained. God is not actus purue. 
l1t is to Jacob Boehme that Berdyaev is chiefly indebted for his con-
cept of t,he Ung!'lmd, t1.r1 indebted!lesa he constantly acknowledges. 
2cp. }Ucolas l3erdyaev, l!!2, Destiny !J.f. ~. translated by Natalie 
Duddington (London: Geoffrey Blee, 1948), p. 2S f; Freedom .!!!2; ~ ID?irit, 
translated by Oliver Fielding Clarke {London: C-eoffrey Bles, 1948), pp. 
165, 194; J;1eaning 5!! History, translated by George Rea.vey (London: 
Geoffrey Bles, 1949), p. 54 f. 
)Ber~aev, The Destiny 2£: ~. p. 29. 
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Quite the contr~ry, God is dynamic. There is constant movement within 
Hi:n. 
He has effective and emotional states, dramatic deTelopment in His 
inner life.... It is utterly unthin.kabJ.9 to ascribe to God the 
Creatox self-sufficiency, oelf-satisfact ion, and despotism as a 
characteristic of His inner life. It is more worthy of Qod to 
a scribe to Him iongi ng for the loved one . a nead f or ss crif icial 
aelf-mirrende1·. ·· 
To the obJeotion often oad.e t he.t movement in God i ndica tes lack of some-
thing Ber dyaev answers with tho counter objection that i mmobility implies 
l ack of the dynamic quality of life . Within the life of God the tragic 
confl ict of love i s unfolding itself . And tlui t is a sign of perfection 
and not of i mperfection. 
The Christ i e.n r eveletlon sho~s us Ood in the aspect of sacrificial 
love , b.:.t sacrificia l love f a r f rom suggesting self-sufficiency, 
impl i e s the need of paszing into its oth~r. It is impossible to 
deuy that the Christian God is firs t and foremost the God of 
sacrificial love , and sacrifice always indicates tragedy. Dramatic 
moveroont and trugedy are born of the fullness and not of the FOTerty 
of life. To deny tragedy in the Divine life is possible at tbe cost 
of denying Christ, His cross and crucifixion, the sacrif ice of the . 
Son of God.5 
l "ihen we r ealize tilere h movement in God, the creation of t he world 
and of man, the center of t he wor ld, becomes meaningful. It is not so 
uhen we think of God as corn3>letely self-conta ined. Then creation, because 
it hes no inner rel a tion to t he inner life of the Creator, becomes sooe-
t hing accident al and entirel y meaningless. 
To the question, "Why did God crente man1" Berdyaev answers God 
created man beca,1ae He vanted to establish a relationship in which another 
would freely answer His invitation to love. God created man because Be 
4.aerd¥aev, 12:!! Dee tiny 2! }!e, :p. 28. 
S,!lli. 
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longed for another to make a oreative answer to Ilia call. He wanted man 
to create values, to toke an active pa.rt in the creation. God as person-
ality does not desire a man over whom He can rule and who ought ·l;o praise 
Him, but lie desires man as a parsonality6 who answers His call and with 
whom a. communion of love is established.? 
In ons~er to the question, "How did God craate man1n Berdyaev s~s 
that God crea ted man in HiG own image, that is, Re called him to free 
a c t ivity. He did this by creating him out of nothing, tha t is, out of 
the Ungr und, meonic freedom. Consequently the source of man's life is 
both God and the Ungrund. Man' s being is rooted in God, but his freedom 
i s r ooted in the Ungrnnd. 
There ensues a series of insoluble paradoxes. ?-1an' a •nature• is 
created by God, but his •freedom• is not crea ted, not deteI'l!lined 
by ~ be in.g and prior to all being. Being springs from freedom 
and not f reedom f rom being. That which i s ce.lled the •crea ture's 
nothingne ss• i s precisely that which is uncreated in the creature~ 
i to f reedom; nnd the rest of gature is created by God and t herefore 
cannot be called a •nothing. c 
'l'his view of the Creator-creature relationship i s op~osed to the 
t r a.di tionel Christia n view. inasmuch as ma.n's freedom is uncreated and 
not dependent upon God. Berdyaev feels that the traditional view with 
its tendency to belittle the creature because ha is cre6ture is an in-
sult both to God and to man. It is an insult to men beca11se it humiliat es 
him and makes him a completely determined individual. It is an insult to 
God because man as creature is the image of God; consequently, anything 
6Personality for Berdyaev always implies freedom. non-determina tion. 
?cp. Nicolas l3erdyaov. Slavery~ Freedom, translated by R. M. 
French (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1944). p. 4o. 
8ep. Berdyaev, ~ Destiny .2f !!!!!, p. 27. 
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·that humiliates man also humiliates God. i1an• s humiliation does not lie 
in his being a creature. A work of art is not poor because it is created. 
Man I s humiliation lies in the fact that he is e fallen creature, that he 
has perverted his created.ness. Man's humiliation is connected with evil 
which came into existence with the Fall. This evil. however. is not a 
constituent part of ma.n's nature, since it has not been created by God, 
but has its source in meon!c freedom. :Furthermore. Berdyaev claims the 
traditional view of c:reatedness is unintelligible because it is n1ntended 
bo·i;h to est ablish a. gnlf between man and his Creator and to make man 
utterly insignificant and entirely dependent u~on the Creator.w9 
Beca1lse man \1as created out of the Ungrund. he bud within himself 
t he :freedom of choosing between e..n infinite variety of -possibilitieo, 
both good and evil. This freedom was not given him by God, nor was it 
created by God, but it is the pl::.rt of m:an tlw.t is uncreated. It is the 
element in man which is born out of meonic freedom. God has no control 
over it ~hatsoever.10 It anteeedes even God. This uncroated freedom 
within me-.n ena.blea him either freely to accept or to reject God's offer 
of love. It also pl aces the responsibility of evil outside God. Evil 
hes its souroe neither in God nor in His creation, but has its source 
in the Ungrund, primal f reedom. 
The inner dialectic of freodom produces evil from ~ithin itself. 
The source of evil as well as the source of l ife is to be found 
in primal irration~l freedom, infinite potentielit~.ll 
It is at this point that Berd.yaev a.gain attacks traditional theology. 
9Ibid., p. JQ. 
lOcp. Berdyaev, Freedom~~ Spirit, p. 160. 
11Ibid., p. 161. 
? 
In answeT to the question of the where-f1·om of evil, tra.di i;ional theology 
has stated that it 19 due to the abuse of the freedori with which God 
endowed His crea tures. Berdyaev feele that this 1s a purely su~erf1oial 
a.nswe1·. In the finn.l analy:::ie it makes God responsible for evil, inasmuch 
e.s the freedom whieh God gave His creatures was not strong enough to with-
stand evil. And G·od knew this befo1·e all ages; He saw the fatal consequences 
of freedom, but nevertheless vent ahead w:l.th creation. Furthermore , in 
expecting an answer from His creation, God i~ expecting an answer from Him-
self. Bord~ra.ev claims this viewpoint is a l)rofounq. moral eou .. ·ce of 
atheism e.nd holds it to be completely unteuable .12 By placing the source 
of evil in meonic freedom, in the ungrund, Berdyaev avoids Daking C-od 
re spons ible for freedom. God is justified and saved from the false con-
ceptions that make theoclicy necesse ..ry. :le is justified thro1ish the m;ystery 
of freedom. 
The interpretation of the my;stery of evil through th&t of freedom 
is a superrational interpretation and ;:,resents reason 'l;lith an 
antinomy. The source of evil is -not in God, nor in being e~dstiDg 
positively side by side with Rim, but in the unfathomable irrational-
ity of freedom, in pure possibilit~. in the forces concealed within 
the dark void which -preceded all positive determination of being. 
~h:us evil hes no basis in anything; it is deteroined by no possible 
being and has no ontological origin. The possibility of evil is 
latent in that m;ysterious principle of being in which eveey sort 
of poasibility lies concealed. The void (the Ungrund of Boehme) 
is not evil, it is the source of every kind of life and every ac-
tualization of being. It contains within itself both the possi-
bility of evil and of good.lJ 
Man first fell into evil when he rejected the blis s of paradise in 
order to explore hia own destiny to its depth. To arrive a t a clearer 
12:Berdyaev, Destiny 2f J:L2, p . 24. 
l)1bid., :p. 18. 
Pm'.TZLAFF ME1'10RJAL T.f1:.l"{ARY 
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unde r standing of the meaning of this rejection and t he resultant evil 
Eerd¥aev make s use of the myth of the Fall. Hi s reason for doiD& so is 
t hat he sees in myth the only adequate approach to the problem. This is 
so i n t he first pl a ce not only because the myth points to the fact that 
good and evil are only symbols, but at the same time it also gives expres-
sion to the meaning of theRe symbols. 
I n its i n.most being reality is neither good nor evil, neither moral 
nor immoral , but i s symbolized in this way in accor dance with the 
categories of this world. The world is not the ultima te reality but 
only a pha se of it--a pha se in which being is alienated f roo itsel f 
and ever yt hing i s expressed by symbols •••• .All that lies •on this 
s i de of good and evil' i s symbolic: only t hat whi ch i s ' beyond good 
and evi l' i s real.14 
In t he second ~l ace, Berdyaev adopts the myth becau se t he :problem of good 
~nd evil cannot even be formula ted ~mless one admits tha t the distinction 
be tween these two had. an origin in time-ga.ve · birt h .to time as we know 
it-and wa s pre ceded by a sta te of being prior to good and evn.15 
Good and evil are applicable only to this side of the }"'all. They 
a.r e cor relatives that a.p:peared and will disappear a t the san:e time. In 
:paradise there were no distinctions a.nd valuations. These came into 
bei ng ~1t h the Fall and will disappea r at t he end of the ages. Good and 
evil a re ca tegorie s tha t a re applicable only to this present world and to 
i ndividuals e.nd even ts limited and bounded by this present world. To 
ask th0 question whe ther God willed evil is to ask a question that cannot 
be asked , f or in doing so we are judging God f rom this side of the dis-
tinction be tween good and evil. 
14Jbid. 
15tbid., p. 2.5. '( 
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It is obvious th.cit Ood i s 'beyond good P.nd evil' for on • this side• 
of it is our fallen world and certainly not God. God is above 
good. And there cannot be in Rim any evil thct is on this side of 
the distinction. When we ask whether God io ftee to will evil ve 
apply to Him categories of this fallen world.lo 
In inte1·protins the myth of th6 Pall, Berdyr:.ev approa.ches it from 
sovoral directions. The Fall may be interpreted as the origin of the 
knowledge of good and evil. When man m&.de distinctions end valuations, 
\·Jhen he knew good and evil, he lost his original wholeness. cee.sed being 
rm iute6--rated person. end fell away from God. Knowledge results in the 
loss of par a.dim~ . ~i'he att empt to know good and. evil i s sin. On the other-
lw.nd . a different i nterpretation is pcss:ble. Knowledge is not evil but 
is good, for knowleclge means the d.iscoversJ of meaning. To eat of the tree 
of the knowledge o:f good encl evil, hov;ever, can signif~ a 13odless un-
creative experience of life. Becauae God created man in His image, that 
i s to boa creator, t his act on the part of man indicated his refusal 
to make a creative answer to God' s call. Inst ead of creat i ng his own 
values , man t!"ied to e.ppropria.te values ready ml:'.d.e. He resisted the a.ct 
of cree.tion to which he was ce.lled and attempted tC'I return to non-being. 
Yet the knowledge that resulted from this act brought about e. higher 
level of existence for man. Either of these two interpretations may be 
advanced. Whether either is adequate is another question. llerdys.ev 
says no, for to ask the question whether the knowledge of goou. and evil 
is good or to o.sk whether it is evil is to ask e wroJ1€lY formulated 
question. Good and evil are categories toot exist only this side of the 
Fall and can in no ce.se be applied to conditions and events that lie on 
16tb1d., p. 4). 
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the other side of tlu..t event. Good nncl <'IVil v.re results of the Fall. Con-
aequen tlr. it is equa.11)· imposei 'ble for us to pass moral j 11d~ents on the 
events trui:c resulted in the Fall or to determine whether knowledge of 
good anu. evil is good or whether it is evil. The moment ue do that we 
a:1.·e talking in a vacuum. Tho only thin~ we can sey is thf>.t man chose to 
kno '1 good a,1d evil via ·i;he path o:f ex~:>erience. l? 
Another interpretation that ~erdyaev gives to the r~ll i s t~at it 
symbolized the birth of oonsciousness. ?aradlse, according to this 
interpretation, is the realm of the inatinct, of the unconscious unity of 
ne.ture. ln this s t a.t a no anti thesis '"oet'l!ee.i subject and object exist. 
No conflict be tween the conscious and the 1meonscioue is 3>re sent . No 
distinction between the one and the many ie t~ be found. ~Life ie it-
sel everythi~, 6.nd everythinf; is identified with it." Man is in God 
and the wo1'ld. is in man. ;~an knows God neither e.s ides. nor concept, 
1>ut as God , Himself. Life is lived in nn I-thou rela tionship ~..nd not in 
an I-it.18 
In the pr8sent woTld, however, dividedness, oppocition between the 
one and the m&uy, painful conflict between the conscious ar1d t he unoon-
scious is everywhe1·e in evidence. The fruits of the troe of kno\lllo~ have 
proved bitter to the taste and. tha t bi,tterness has been t?'ansferred tn con-
sciousn~ss i tsolf. Consciousness is born in pe.in and suffering. '1.'he 
highe1· 6.11 individual's oonsciousness is, the hi~her is his oe;~e.city for 
suffel'ing. Incre.,;.se in consciousness inevi t a.'bl~r meems e. corre~pondill6 
l 7c:p. Bernyaev; ihc Destiny 2f il.£!!, p. :37 f. 
1~'9rdyaev I T!'raedom ~ the Spirit, 'P· 2S. 
ll 
in.~rea.se in oorrow. Oorusciouanesa impliea cor1C0ntration on a limited area 
to the exclusion of other areas. But the very focusing of attention brings 
with it oeparation, d'ividednesa, diathmtion. And these ca.use pain. Man 
desires to be whole , to be oO!!?J.)l~te, b-ut consciouanoss mean~ la.ek ot com-
pleteneGs. ~rom its very nature consciousness can never embrace tho 
whole 0£ baiug. It closes us off from the realm of tha subconscious o.m. 
the superoonaaious.19 !n the realm of the mo:.-al 
Consciousness preoupposes dualism and opposi t1011 between ·the moral 
personality and the evil ,,,orld both arouod it a.nd within it. J.nd. 
this means that moral acts and valuations have their source in 
the Fall, in the loss of original paradisia.cal wholariess and ths 
i inposs ibllity to f'esd from the tree of J.i:f'e directly ,1ith~t dis-
or!mination and reflection. Discrimination and ve.lu.ation presu!)pose 
dividedness and loss of wholeness.20 
~tu.though consciousness involves ~an in pa1n and means his sepro.•ation 
f rom God er!d. the separaUon of the world from him, it cannot be viewed 
as com~letely evil. Consciousness ha9 a paradoxical cha.J.·a.cter. After 
t he Fall, when the d.a.rkneas and nothing of the abyss had invaded the un-
conseious, the formation of a olear-cut, limited consciousnesa saved man 
from being annihilated in non-being. Consciousness :preservad. man from 
the meonic chaos let loose by t~e Fall. But at the same ti1:1e it closed 
the realm of the superconscious to man and prevenbed complete union with 
God. Consciousness sa:pars:hes mu.n both from non-being, t he ultimate evil, 
and fro:a GOd. In this lies ita paradoxical character.21 
.Another interpretation that Berd.ya.ev gi'O'es to the M;yth 0£ the l!1al.l 
l90p. Berd.ya.ev, The Destiny ,gt~. l>• JS. 
20Ibid., :P• 8,1,1,. 
210p. ~-
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!a th3.t it is an outward symbol or an inner event. What appears to have 
happened in the realm of the material world ls in reality a reflection 
oi a previouo event in the ·spir!.tual world. In fact, 
. . 
The natural world 1s itself but the reflection of the spi ritual 
world, a n event in ~piritu.a.l 11:f'e ••• The fall could not have taken 
:pl ace i n the natural world, because the world is itself the reeult 
of the Fall. T'ne Fall is an event in the spiritual world, and i n 
t his sense it is anterior to the world, for it took place before 
time began and, indeed, produced t"ime ae we k now it.22 
The Myth of' the Fall is a reflection of an e,yent that took place in 
t he hl.gh.est orders of t,he spiritual \.,orld. It illl a.n attempt to portrq 
in symbol s of the 11aterial world event s that belong to an entirely dif- . 
forent order . of being. It t1a e in the spiritual world that man for the first 
I 
t ime gave e nagative a.ns,,er to God •s cs.ll to creative aotivi t~ and t o his 
need to experience the love of another. 
Evil in its origin 1s spiritual by nature and belongs to the 
spiri ·lnl:!l.l world. Tb.a evil which we knO".t here belo\t a.nd which 
binds ue to the material world is only the result of evil in the 
s·pir1tual sphere.23 
Through his ovn free act Satan revolted from God. Re, who at one 
t ime believed in God, bocau~e of his pride and. rebellion forfeited the 
heights for which he had be·en created and fell to t he depths of existence. 
This fall involved and included the entire order of creati on for i n the 
epiritue.l world man and Sata.n. are integral parts of an ordered hierarch,-
of being. What occurs i n one part of this hierarchy effects and influences 
eve1~, other pa.rt. Oon saq_uen.tly ti'hen Satan f ell, man was involved in his 
fall. 
22l3erdyaev, Freedom g the Spirit, p. 22. 
2)~., p. 162. 
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,lan, together with e.ll creation and the whole hieraro~ of the 
universe, beo~me separated from God, and it was spiritual forces 
that were responsible for leading him astray. Pride is the 
temptation of a highe' order of spirit which seeks to put itself 
in the place of God. 2 · 
In the sane way evil comes to man. It e.p:pea.18 first of all to his 
higher spiritual life and to the freedom which it ~osaesses. It is from 
t his point tiu..t the r efl1)onse to evil oorl!es . "It is only later that evil 
finds eJ.'!Jras!lion in our subjection to lower elements and carnal passione. a2.5 
The fact that man is subJect to the ne.tural vorld is due to ·previous action 
in the tiOrld of the spirit. ttan may b~ and man is the slave of many a.nd 
variouG external objects, but the source of his slavery is always to be 
found 1·.ri thin. The source of his slavecy is to be found in the realm of 
the spirit . 
Men is the :::lave of various sorts of idols, but they are idols 
which he ba.s himself created. Me.n is always a 8lavo of that which 
lies., as 1 t ,,ere outside himself, whioh is estranged from hir.i, 
but which is e.n inward source of slavery. The struggle between 
freedom and slavery is carried on in outer, objectivized, exterior-
ized \·1orld. But from the ez:istential point of view 1t ic an inward 
and spiritual Gtt"uggle.... The slavery of man consists not only in 
the faot tha t external forces enslave him; but still more profoundly 
in t his, that he consents to be a slave, that he in
6
a servile WB:¥ 
accepts the action of the forces that enslave him. 2 
In the myth of the Fall Satan is pictured to us as o character of the 
external 1.zorld, actually, ho'dever · he possesses no such extrisieiam. 
Sate.n belongs to the s:piri tual world where everythiDg is inward and 
integral. Tha t is vhy in the world of spirit man end Satan a.re inwardly 
I 
related. 
2~erdyaev, Freedom ~!h! S-oirit, p. 162 
2Stbid. 
26.Bercyaev, Slavery~ Freedom, p. 131. 
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Satan is also aJ>. inner reality of the spiritual world of man, 
and he only e.:ppee.re to be something external through o.naloo 
\·11th the natural world. He ia o. reality of the spiritual order 
and cannot be conceived in a naive realist sense. Re is not the 
autonomous source of evil in his originnl baine; b~t only the 
manifestation of irrational freedom at the highest spiritual. 
levai. 2 '1 
'l'hus we come 'oack to what hes been said previously. "The inner dialectic 
of freedom procluces evil from \r/i thin i taelf. Th0 source of evil c.s well 
as the source of life is to be found in primal irrational freedom and 
infinite potentia lity.~28 
For :Bei-dyaev the Fall may be interpreted in yet f:.nother ,llX:J ; that is, 
it is the delineation of evil as egocent2.•icity. The cause of sin lies in 
man 1 a self affirmation a.nd pride which regards self and. not God as the 
oourco of life. But thi9 aotion on the part of man destroys the ha.rmo~ 
of the hie::rarchicaJ. aystom of being o:f which man i!l a i art. The har:no~ 
is destroyed beo~use man no longer takes his propsr place within the 
hier.i.rcb;/. ConaC"~quently man and every reali t;y in the world a.re set in &1. 
false perspective. Life is no longfll' integrated, but divid3d, partial, 
and out of joint. The personality vf man is EJ.so destroyed because man 
in insulating himself from God shuts himself off from tbe source of life. 
'11his inevitably leads to the abyaa, to non-being; for outside of God 
there is no life but only illusion and death. Egocentricity moans the 
inability to receive light from God.?-9 
Furthermore egocentricity denotes slave~ to self. !tis the 
2?Berdyaev, Freedom~~ Spirit,~. 163. 
28Supra. 7. 
29ep. nc!'dyaev, SlaTery ~ Freedom, p. lJ2, and Freedom~ .l!!!, 
Spirit, :p. 168. 
lS 
inabili t y to isaue forth out of self'. The egocentric man is engaged ex-
clusively in his own condition and i s without interest in the world or in 
other peopl e . Egocentricity , ho'l'1evor, is a.t the sar;1e time not onl1" 
ol a~ery t o self, but also slavel"'IJ "to the world, which is t ransformed 
exclusively i nto an object 1oJhich experiences constraint from \'lithout ."30 
Ins tead of being dotermined from within from freedom, the egocentric man 
i s determined from v,itbout. He becomes a slave t o bis paosions, t o hiB 
desire f or weal t h and po•.1er , to his possessions, to his dreams , s.nd even 
to hi s i dea.ls. "Man bocomes a s l ave t o hi s most lofty i deas, to his 
highest f eelings , to his t elents, etc . wJl 
For t he egocent r ic everyt hi ng i s used to ·serve self. Ever;ything 
be comec an obj ect to be used or to be discarded. Re lives exclusively 
on t he level of the I-it :rel a:tionship and knows not hing about the I-thou. 
His atti t11de towe.rds eve:r-c>'thing 111hich i s a non-I is a servile 
a ttitude. He i s a wa re of the non-I only, he has no knowled.goe of 
another I, he does not know e. Thou , he knows nothing of t he freedom 
of goi ng out f r om t he I . The egocentric man usually def ines his 
r elation to the world and to people in .a way tha.t is not ~erson-
alistic.32 
In fact the very existenoe of egocentricity is a denial of personality. 
For personal ity ccn only exist in the going out of self to another. Per-
s onality cannot exist where community does not also exist. It looks for 
t he i ma~ of God in another, and tries to establ ish communion with Him. 
Pe rsonali t y i s grounded in God. It is the i mage of God in men. 





And so we return to the starting point. Egocentricity is evil because 
it is rejection of the image of God in man, and thus also a rojeotion of 
God. 
Yet another interpretation to the myth of the Fe.11 is tbE:.t 1 t reveals 
evil to us as a lie. Evil is alv~s masquerading as something else. 
Sa.tan is constantly approaching us in deceptive disguises. He claims 
to be somebody wben in reality he is nobody. lle ha s no source of life 
in hi mself. ::Everything he has he has taken from God and then p9rverted. 
The ~ower he has is a fiction. 
There i s no such thing as a kingdom of ovil eY.i3ting side by side 
with the kingdom of God and the Divine Being. Evil has alw~s 
a negative character for it des ~roys life and baing, in fact it 
destroys itself and there is nothing positive about 1t.33 
The way to defeat evil is to recognize its emptiness, impotence, and 
vanity. The &ttraction of evil is always a lie. Because evil is non-
being , it is in the final anal1sis always the extreme of boredom and 
emptiness. 
Evil is non-being but non-existence is the last extremity of 
bo!'edom, emptiness, and impotence; which is, moreover. exactly 
what we alw~s find when we finally come to end of an experience 
of evil. 
No evil passion pursued to the end ha.s any positive content. All 
evil consumes itself. Its nothingness is laid bare by its own 
inner course of development.34 
The myth of the Fall reveals evil, ~s said previously, at the very 
depth of the human spirit. The gre~toot tragedy aoout this is that once 
the human spirit hes chosen evil it no longer is free to deter~ine its 
33.Berdynev, Freedom~ ,!h! S"Pirit, p. 166. 
34tbid., p. 18J. 
..... 1 , 
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own course. Th~reafter everything m&.n does is touched with evil and 
everyt.,here he goeo he cornes into conta.ot 11ith evil. Evil is a condi-
tion in this fallen world that is inherent in everything. Even when 
man attempts to remedy evil with good, the result is evil. 
The uorld is f,lll of undeaerved suffering, of tears, of unre-
deemed evil, and those who rebel against evil and sufferi11g snd 
wish to create a better world. a more righteous and a ha.p~ier 
world ~re themselves the cause of innumerable sufferings.35 
i-le.n is under the domination of evil and no one can by his pover free 
himself from th.at domination. From this. however, wa 08l'lnot. conclude 
tha t positive S!)iritual forces no longer exist \·dthin man. The spiritual 
nature of man 1s broken, twisted. deformed, but it is not destroyed. 1-!an 
regardless of the depths of evil to which he may sink, neverthale ss, 
during this life , alwa.~a maintains tho image of God.36 Re remains capable 
of enlightenment. The yearning for life with G-od remains in him and 
makes both revelation and salvati on ~oesible. 
Evil has not finally possessed mant a na.tu::e for it is a dual !IB.ture 
belonging to two worlds and even after the ~'all man did not completely 
break ~,i th God, who continues to have dee.ling with him B?ld to impart 
to him His regenerative powers ••• God and devil are at war wit.~1n 
the hu.~an heart. and fellen man preaervas the divine image in spite 
of everything, for he has passed through the experience of evil as 
a being of e. definitely higher order. The negetive results of
3
,vil 
in man indica t e precisely his yredestination to a higher life. 
Befo~e elosin.g this chapter on the origin of evil, another question 
~hould be considered. And the question is, n1s good good and is evil 
evi l ?(! 'l'his question poaes e. :problem when we remember tha t ~though good 
3.5J3erd_vaev. Sl avery~ Preedom, p. 86. 
J6ep. Berdyaev, Freedom~~ S~irit. p. l?O. 
'.37Ibid. 
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and evil ha.ve their origin in freedom, they become actual only on this 
side of the Fall. Consequently any va.lue judgments we pass on them will 
be rela tive . ~!herefore, in answer ing the above stated question, Berdyaev 
makes use of paradox. "It i s bad to have gone through t he e~rience of 
evil, but it is good to know good and evil as a. resmlt of that experienee.1138 
I n asking the further question of the relationship between good and evil--
a q'l.lestion already i mplied i n the yrovious one--the answer at which 
Bel'dyaev e.rrives is again :parado:dcal in nature . 
Ju s t because we oa rl"y original sin within us and live in a. fallen 
wor l d doomed t.o move within the categories of good and evil , our 
thought is 1•iddled with insoluble paradoxes. If we think deeply 
and consistently we are i mpelled both to,identify evil with non-
bei ng and to recognize its positive oxistence •••• The possibilit y 
of evil is t he condition of the good. n:39 
It i s a s a r e l a tion t o evil, that good often come s into existence. 
Good s truggl e s against evil and thus realizes itself. Pe r sonality 
develops because of the internal and external struggle it wages with evil. 
"One of t he par adoxe s of personality consists in t his t hat a keen aware-
ness of sin p.resu:p1,,'0ses the exis tence of s1n and guil,t. Oomple t e in-
sensiti veness to sin , to guilt, and to evi l is commonly also 1nsens1tive-
ne ss t o :persnna.li ty • .-4o · 
.Furthermor e, the existence of evil point s man to God. This is true 
de spite tho fe.ct of e.thoism which usually uses the existence of evil as 
a :p1•oof against the existence of God. Historically speaking, however, 
evil has had an opposite effect on the beliefs of men. Fa ith in God 
38.Berd_J,aev, ,!!!!. Destiny of 11!!1, p. JS. 
39Ibid., p. 40. Of. :Serdyaev, Freedom~~ Sl>irit, p. 185. 
4o»erdyaev, Slavery,!!!!! Freedom, p. 58. 
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arose because of the Yery fact that men experienced suffering and 
accordingly felt a need to free themselves from the power of evil. It 
it had not been for suffering and evil men would have been content with 
thie world. Belief in God would have been unnecessary. There would have 
been no r eason for the attempt to transcend earthly existence. 
~he existence of evil is not the only obstacle to our faith i n God, 
f or it is equally a proof of the existence of God and the proof 
that thia world is not the only nor ultimate one. The experience 
of evil directs ma.n's attentio~ towards another world by arousing 
in him a discontent with this.41 
It can further be said that evil i s t he cause of a higher s tate of 
bei ng i n man. If it had not been for evil, man ~ould have cont inued 
liv i ng in an unconscious state, a condition of ignorance. He would not 
have known Ch-riot nor would he have atta ined deifica tion.42 In Paradise 
God \·ra.s revealed only a s Orea.tor, not a.s the Trinity. After t he Fall, 
however , God in Obrist, revealed Himself as a God who suffers along 
\rit h Hi s Creation. In the person of Christ He descended into the abyss 
of freedom in order to overcome sin by enlightening freedom from within. 
He manifests Himself not in power, but in saa~ifice. The Divine 
Sacrifice, the Divine self-crucifixion, must conquer evil meonic 
freedom by enlightening it from within without forcing it, with-
out depriving the created world of freedom.43 
E-vil thus called forth redemption which formed a second act in the 
story of Creation. It is the cause for the establishment of a new 
r elaiion between GOd and man, a relation in which man receives a 
41Berdyaev, ~Teed.om~~ SRirit, P• 159. 
42op. l3erdyaev, D!! Destiny .2.! ~. p. J?; and Freedom !!!!!. ~ Spirit, 
p. 184 f. 
4JJ3era.,&ev, ~ DeatiPY 2t. !!!a, p. 26. 
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higher revelation of God. Evil consequently does not have the final 
word, God does. He overcomes evil.44 
44ep. Eerdya.ev, Freedom and~ Spirit, p. 176; and 1h!, Destiny _g! 
~. p. 33 f. 
CHAPTER III 
THE MAN'IFESTATIONS OF EVIL 
In treating the subject of this chapter I shall limit ~ysalf to 
only a few of the many manifestations of evil that Berdyaev treats in 
hi s \1ri tings. Before proceeding with a description of these evils, it 
\'/onl d seem advisable to give a tentative definition of :Serdyaev• s use 
of the term "objectivization."' This term, a.long ~11th such synoicyllls as 
a liena tion and axteriorization, comes up age.in and again in his treat-
ment of evil. It is one universal that Berdyaev f inds in every particu-
l a r i nstance of evil. O·bJectivizs.tion is described by him as a process 
whereby a subject booomes an object; it loses its existential center and 
becomes i ncapable of communion, self-determination or a.:ny of the vitel 
processes of life. Objectivization renders that which has life, spirit, .,. 
into a thing. It changes an act into a substance. It de·stroys the 
image of personality--the image of God in man-~hich is e.lweys free, 
unique, spirit. qualitative, unrepeatable, creative, self-determined. 
Carried out to its furthest limits, objectivization means the annihila-
tion of man. It transfers the qualities of man to things and thus 
renders them· lifeless. It causes the inward to become outward and thus 
divorces it from reality.1 It is •the fountainhead of slavery.•2 
In Berdyaev• s treatment of manifestations of evil, he devotes quite 
lNicolas :Berqa.ev, Slavery and Freedom, transla ted by R. it. . French 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1944), Chapter I. 
2Ibid., p. 178. 
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a bit of spaoe to ne.ture. In his discussion of nature, he does not treat 
it in the sense of contrasting it with culture, civilization, or the super-
natural.. Neither does he use it exclusively in the sense of the world of 
matter in space o.nd time. For him nature is primarily the antithesis of 
freedom, and thus also of personality and spirit. "Nature in this sense 
is the world of objectivization, that is to say of alienation, determina-
bility, impersonaH ty. "J 
The fact tha t the na.tu~al physical world is lower in the hierarc~ 
of being then spirit does not mako nature evil • ..Animals, vegetation, 
minGrals, sea, sa.ndsv and stars all have an inner source of existenco 
and consequently also have a place in the divine ord'er. What makes 
nature evil i s t he fact that it is enslaved as a result of objectivi,zg,.. 
tion. Everything in it ha.s become a thing. Its determination no longer 
come$! from within but from without . The deep source of its life has been 
ta.ken captive and ejected to the s:9here of the superficial. Nature 1s 
cut off from the source of freedom and being. 
But, 
Th9 natural world, this world and its massive environment, is cer-
tainly not identica l with what \te call the cosmos and oosmio life 
filled with existences. This world is the servitude, the enohain-
mont of existences, not onll of men, but of animals and plants, 
even of minerals and stars. 
Man, in virtue of his own image, man as personality is not a part 
of nature, he has within him the image of Ood. There is nature in 
man but he is not ~art of nattu-e. Man is microcoS'l!1 and therefore 
he is not part of the cosmos.S 
3Ibid., p. 94-. 
4Ibid., p. 9.5 • 
.5Ibid. 
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Man becomes a slave to nature when he exteriorizes it end regards himaelf 
as a pa.rt of nature, when instead of reoogni~ing himself as a unit--a 
pcrsonality--complete in himself, he regards himself as a part of a 
greater unit. It is man as personality that is eomr,lete and nature 
tha t is partial. Not vice versa. Every time this order 1a perverted, 
man is ens laved. Slavery to nature can also be ex:pressed in terms of the 
r elation of the universal to the particular. Enslavement would then 
a.p:pear \·rhen man, a :particular, regards himself a.s subordinate to nature-
a univer sal. In reelity, hO\·rever, universals ~:1tiot only in the particu-
l a r. Univeraals are pa.rt of particulars. Mature is part of ma.."l and man 
no t part of nature . 6 F'v.rthermore~ life lived on the level of this 
natural world is ev·11 inasmuch a s it is meaningless, irrelevant, and 
a ccidenta l . On the natural level there is no underlying principle that 
unite s man with the rest of li'fe. Eveeything is fra.gmentacy and un-
connected. 11~!&n, insof a.1.· as he is a. natural being, is deprived of e:t1'3 
deep significance and his natural life is devoid of significant connect-
i ng pr inciple. n? 
Berdyaev also expresses man• s slavery to nature as being slavecy to 
se:tan. It is a. result of me.n choosing to find the source of his life 
in a lower being. 'J1his a.ct ca.uses distortion of the hierarchy of the 
universe inasmuch as the spiritual principle is displaced by the material, 
God is replaced by Satan. 
6c:p. ~., p. JB. 
?Nicolas Berdyaev, Freedom~~ Spirit, translated by Oliver 
}'ielding Clarke (London: Geoffrey l3les, 1948), p. SJ. 
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Now .Satan has no independent source of life of his own and can 
therefore only compel man to derive his life from the lower 
elements of nature. 
This lotter nature, when it occupies 1ta prot>9r place in the 
hierarchy of the universe, ia not in itself evil for it belongs 
to the divine world. It is only when it usui,>a the place of 
something higher that it becomes untrue to itself and evil. 
Animal nature certainly he.sits place in the scale of values 
end an eternal destiny; but when it takes possession of men, 
when man submits his spirit to the control of a lower element 
then it doe s ind.eed become an evil thing. For evil is n ques-
tion of the direction ~ursued by the spirit, not of the constitu-
tion of nature itself. 
Rela ted to this is what Berdyaev calls man's slavery to the cosmos. 
'.en r ecogni zes and wrestles against the necessity and deterr.11n1sm of 
nature tha t is based on naturu.l law, 
but he has another attitude to,,ards tha cosmos, to that which 
pre3ents itself to him as a world harmony, to the world whole, 
world unity, world order. In this he is willing to see a 
reflected imago of the divine harmony and order, and the ideal 
basi e of tho world. 
Re feels tha t if he only unites himself with this, everything will go 
well. There will be meaning, order and completion in his life. He 
believes that he will ~ain attain to unity for which he feels himself 
to have been destined. One cannot, however, look for world harmony, for 
the inner life of the cosmos in objectiviEed nature for it has lost its 
inward existence. The cosmos as seen by natural mania a result of the 
Fall ancl ae such it is enslaved and depersonalized even as natural man is. 
i1an, by trying to unite himself with the cosmos, only succeeds in enslav-
ing himself and thus loosing his !)ersonalit7. 
81bid. , ". 169. - -
9Berdyaev, Slavery~ Freedom, y. 97. 
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Fusion with cosmio life does not emancipate personality, it brings 
about its dissolution and annihilation. The form of slavery is 
changed. This has fateful results in aocial life, in relation 
between personality and society. Society roots itself in the 
cosmos and interprets itaelf a.a an orga.nism which has a cosmic 
besi s . Thus personality i s inavit~bly subjected and enslaved to 
the organic ~nd in the laet rcoort to the cqamic whole, man 
becomes a mere or 6-an, and all the freedoms of man~ whi~h are 
bound up with his spiritual independence of society ancl nature , 
are abolished. l o 
In this social life, rooted in the cosmos, Berdyaev finds another 
manifesta tion of' evil and a so,1rce of man's slavery. The social doctrine 
t hrough the ages has s ought to convince man tha t soci alization is the 
force t hat has created raa.n. This doctrine has been so effact i,e that man 
now liven in a. state of social 1'..ypnosia, 
It is dif ficult for him to set his freedom in oppoaition to thi:l 
despotic claims of society, because the nocial hypnosis, through 
the l i ps of sociologisto of various schools of thought, convinces 
him that he has received his very freedom from society and from 
soci ety alonc.ll 
Society, thus 9 mi.s ensleved man by exteriorizing his freedom, by making 
his f reedom, which i s integral to man, dependent upon the external 
conditions of e. social group. At this yoint Berdyaev quotes Hertzen•s 
phra se, 11Tbe subjection of personality to society, to the :9eo!)le, to 
humanity, or to an idea is e.n extension of the pr actice of human sacri-
-<-• . ul2 
J. l.Ce • 
Now it is ti~1e t hat man a s an individus11J is :gart of society. He 
l0Ibid.p p. 101. 
11Ibid., p . 102. 
12Ibid., p . lOJ, 
lJ.aerdyaev makes a sharp distinction between man as a ~ersona.l!ty and 
man as an individunl. The chief difference between these is that the 
individual is born of flesh while personali t y is born of the spirit . Con-
sequently, a personality is alwa,.vs cooplete, e.n individual. portial. 
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enters into the organism as an organ. But as a personality. the I 
never enters into society as a pa.rt to the whole, as an organ into an or-
ganism. The moment man relates himself to society as an individual, as 
a part to a whole, the hierarchy of being is destroyed, society becomes 
higher in the scale of values than man, and the partial usurps the place 
of the whole. ~Ian, by entering society ae an organ, becomes the victil:1 
of an enslaving lie. He becomes the victim of the social lure and t~ 
results are as fatal as those of an individual who is enticed by the 
cosmos.14 
Another area in which evil manifests itself is the area of the 
state, which has a twofold character. Its purpose is to bring order 
into chaos and to limit the expression of evil. It does this effec-
tively by building up its authority and using the power of this authority 
wisely and justl~. But the vecy nature of the state is such that the 
power it obtains to limit evil becomes the evil that destroys it. 
First and foremost the state is an embodiment of power and it 
loves power more than lege.lit;y, Justice, or righteousness. 
Striving for ~ower is the doom of states and the demonic 
princi:ple in them. It lures them on to conquests and e~eion 
and may bring prosperity but m~ also bring destruction.lS 
In its demonic will to power the state alw~s strives to become 
totalitarian and universal. "By its vecy nature it lays claim to a 
universal all-embracing s1gnif1ca.noe. It is willing to share its 
sovereignty with no-one, with nothing.•16 It seeks to be a church, to 
l4ep. :aerdyaev, Slavery~ Freedom, p. 106. 
15.nerdyaev, ~ Destiny 2!. 11!!!, :p. 19.5. 
l6Berdyaev, slavery~ Freedom, p. 140. 
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control and dominate not only the actions of men, but also their souls and 
consciences. In its search for sovereignty it leaves no room for freedom 
of the spirit or for the Kingdom, of God. 
The nature of the state 1s ITTlOh that it alva:,s, a s said above, eeeka 
to make man its slave . Now this slavery of ma.~ to tha state bas a twofold 
image. It consists not only in the fact that the atat e seeks to control 
his entire lif e , but also and primarily i n the faot that man identifiee 
his dream of sovereignty with the sta t0. 
Men not only need the sta te and cannot do without the services it 
renders , but they a.re seduced and taken captive by i t . They 
connaot their dreams of sovereignty ~ith the state. And there 
lies the chief evil and a source of human slavery.17 
It is in the make up of man to aeek to dominate others. He constant ly 
dreams of exercising aoverei5Uty. And this dream niak:es him a slave. The 
very seeking of sovereignty is a delusion. Sovereignty does not really 
exist. It i s a dream of slaves . Its source is the objectivized, alien-
a ted world, which i s the world of slavery. Sovereignty enslaves both the 
enslaved and the enslaver. The enslaver is enslaved oven as the men over 
whom he exercises sovereignty because his power is dependent upon those 
whom he enslaves. He is determined from without to as great e.n extent 
as they are. In both cases freedom of self determination is negated. 
:But man 1s free. That means equally that he should have power over-
no one and no one should have power over him.18 
l?tbid., p. 14S. 
18ep. l3erccyaev, Slavery ~ Freedom, Part I, 2, pp. S9-?2. 
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In discussing the relhtion between the lingdom of God and the state, 
Berdyaev strongly censors that tradition \1i thin Christian.1t27 which recon-
ciles these two kingdoms. He states the.! they are in principle o}'posed 
to each other. In Christ's life he sees an exam~le of the deadly and 
inevitable conflict between these two. The kingdom of Caesar never 
recognizes the autonomy of the Kingdom of God. It is constantly trying 
to make a tool of it. As auch it is not something neutral tha,t is willill€ 
to t ake e. neutral corne1· between the Kingdom of God end the kingdom of 
t he devil. "It is at the extreme limit of objoctivization, the exteriori-
zation and aliene.tiou of human na.ture.n19 It removes frgedom from the 
inwe.rd spiritual sphere of man and transfers it to the outward objective 
spher~. The state does not want man to be free, to be self-determined, 
but wants his detem1nation to come froL:1 without, irom the state. 
Furthermore the state in its strivin6 for po~er always perverts the 
hierarch_y of being. ~he state inveriebly considers itself of a higher 
order than man and the Kingdom of G<>cl. According to the thinking of the 
state, man was ma.de for the state and not the state for man. The state 
constantly considers man as a means to attain its ends. It !llf1k:es of man 
an object, a thing, which is manipulates for its own use and ends. 
The state always repeats the words of Caiaphas; it is tha state's 
convession of faith. stateman have always given the a.newer that 
in the interest of the safety of the state and the increase of its 
strength, an innocent man may -and should be put to death. .And 
every time that happens a voice is raised in the crucifixion of 
Ch:dst. The domons.ical stamp which is imprinted upon the state 
is due to the fact that the state a.lw~s givoa its vote fo:r the 
exaaut1on of Christ: it is its destiey. 
l9Ibid., p. 141. 
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It is a question of fixing the soale of valuea. Not only is the 
existence of the state not the highest value. but even the existence 
of the world, of this objeotivised world. 1s certainly not the 
highest value. The death of one man, of even th.a most insignificant 
of men, is of €reater importance and is more tragic than the death 
of st&tes and empirea.20 
In the pursuit of its policies of self-protection and self-aggran-
dizement the state has never had a.n.y scruples about ueillg evil means to 
e.chisve its ends. In fa.ct that \:rhich is considered an ignoble act when 
performed by on individual for individual ends is considered noble when 
:performed by the same individual on behalf of the state. J3erdyaev in 
further developing thi s thought arrives at seemingly different answers 
in different books. In~ Destiny .2f !U:a he states that the state is 
not bound by the ten commandments the ~ay individ,lals are. 21 In 
Slavery~ Freedom he che.nges this view. 22 There he berates the state 
for completely perverting moral values in it2 quest for power. This, 
ho\1ever 1 is a contradiction that is chiefly on the surface level. In 
the former the discussion revolves around the neceasit_y of killing and 
the other evils during times of war for the protection of higher values. 
In the latter the discussion centers a.round the state's indiscriminate 
use of evil. 
During the course of Berdyaev's treat~ent of the various clasaes 
that comprise Western society. he devotes considerable attention to the 
bourgeois. For him bourb,eois is not only a social category but it is 
20Berdyaev, slavery ~ Freedom, p. 144. Op. also p. 149 and 
~ DestiDY ..2.! !1!.!!, p. 197 f. 
2lep. IJerdyaev, ~ DestiDY 2f !le, p. 199 f. 
22ep. :eerdyaev, SlaTeq ~ Freedom, p. 142 f. 
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a.l.so a spiritual one. The bourgeois as a. class might disappear, but as 
a condition of the individual spirit it will r emain oa long as the fallen 
world remai ns. The bourgeois spirit recognizes only the physical and the 
visible. The bourgeois man , an individual dominated by the bourgeois 
spi rit, is engrossed by the material things of this world and is incapable 
of r ecognizing 3pir1tual values. 
The bourgeois is a slave of t he visible world and of t he hierarchy 
of ~osition established in that world. He forms his estimate of 
pe ople not by \1hat they are, but by what they have . The bourgeois 
i s a citizen of this \forld, he is king of the ec.rth. To have 
conce ived of the idea of 'becoming king of the earth i s bourgeois.23 
The bo'l!rgeoia is completoly satisfied tri t h the world in which he 
liveo. He i s not di sturbed by tho va.nity , emptine ss , and evil thet are 
ineacnpable condi tions of thia world. He has no longi ng f or t he spiritual 
~nd no dedre to transcend himself. In f a.ct ho is deeply di strustful of 
anything t hat nmattcrs of the t r anscendental and t he spiritual. These 
are n hindrance to hi G ambition of inheritin~ the ear t h. He instinc-
t i?sly feels t hat they undermi ne his );1a.t erialis tic foundations. L'Lving 
in e world of I-! t r el a tionships , the bourgaoi3 has become objectivized 
to the highest degree. Inc~peble of exis tent ial relati onshipr., eve1"7-
one and everythin£ has become an i t, a thing to him. The se things he 
tries to manipulate f or his own advantages. and success or feilure in 
tbeso a ttempt s de t ermines the degr ee of success or failure i n his life. 
lli~ deter mination oonsequontly always proceeds f rom v1thout and not from 
\ti thin. 
The bour,~eoi 8 has done a gr eat deal f or the advancement of the 
23Ib1d., p. 181. 
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machine and tha machine-age. But the JP&Chii:e has turned on 1ts creator 
and made him a. slave. The master of technique bas been enslaved by hie 
own inventions. This 1s particularly the case when it comes to money 
the greates t and most horrible of the bourgeois inventions. 
This ki~gdom of money, jn which all real substance disappears, 
possesses a terri ble power, holds a terrible sve., over human 
life, sets up governments a.nd overthrows them, makes wars, en-
~ slaves the l aboring masses, 6ives rise to unemplo;yment and 
de stitution, renders the life of people who ere suoceseful in 
this kingdom more and more fa.ntaatic.24 
The i mpersonal power of money uhich the bourgeois wields ensl.e.ves both 
him and the proletariat, who are dependent upon money for daily bread. 
The power t o dominate is a demonic and demoralizing force wherever it 
appears, but t his is especially the case where domination is dependent 
upon the illusory power of money. The bourgeois is the moat dependent of 
men.25 
l1e now turn from J3erdyaev• a treatment of the bourgeois to his 
thought s on the subject of sex. For him •sex is, as it were the seal of 
the Fall of man, an imprint which marks the lose of integre.lity of human 
nnture.n26 Sex in man implies that he is a divided, incomplete, and that 
he f eels an urge towards completeness. It denotes dividedness not only 
in physical nature, but in the whole :99rson of man. It is not Just a 
function of the sexual organs but it courses through man's entire nature. 
•sex, which indicates e lack of completion and f\llfillment in man, is 
24Ibid., p. 1a.5. 
2.5For this section on the bourgeois compnre Berdyaev, Slavery 
~ Freedom, pp. 181-9. 
26lbid., p. 223. Cp. :Berdyeev, 1h! Destirg 2!. M.e, pp. 2J2, 2J6. 
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the power of the race over the personalit71 the power of the common man 
over the ind1viduai.w2? In themselves sexual attraction and the sexual 
act nre completely impersonal and have nothing to do with yersoDP.lit7. 
Sex is something which man shares with the entire animal world. Conse-
quently in human life a fierce struggle is waged between personal.1t7 
and sex. While personality denotes freedom of the spirit, dete1'lllina. tion 
from ~ithin, sex denotes exteriorization and determination from without. 
Sex seeks to shf>.ckle men to the objeotivhed world, to make him a. slave 
of impersonal powers o,1taide himself. When man gives way to the imper-
sonal power of sex, he looses power over himself. 
Hence comes the sh.a.roe which is connected with sax. This eheme 
increases ,.,1th the stature of personality and personal conscious-
ness. The racial life of sex makes personality a means toward the 
procreation of other personalities and personal satisfaction whowa 
1 tself a.a a.n illusion, ~§ee ssary for the life of the race but not 
for personality itself. 
The very faet that shame is connected with sex shows that it hE:.s its 
origin in the Fall. But the shame and the terror that one sex feels for 
the other is overcome in either of tvo ways. It is either •overcome 
through love, i.e., the sublimation of ahame or through depravity, i.e., 
the loss ot' shame.n29 Evil in sex is overcome th.roU!;h personal1stic 
love. But this love betveen two personalities can again be immediately 
profaned bJ being brought under the domine.tion of society. Sexual lOTe 
is easil~ enslaved by the mores and laws of eoo1ety. 
27Ib1d., p. 224. 
28tbid., p. 233. 
29tbid., p. 236. 
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The most intimate aspect of personality, whioh simply cannot be 
judged from outside a.nd of which the person is shy of a-peaking 
to anyone at all is the most organized and regulated socially. 
This is due to the fact that sexual life results in the birth of 
children, the continuation of ·t;he human race. something intimately 
personal and absolutely non-social bas social consequences.JO 
There is ~. twofold horror in sexual love. One aspect of this has 
already been a.ll'uded to above; that is the domination of love by society. 
This, however, can be kept to a minimum. The other aspect, which contains 
the greater horror, io that sexual love has in it something death-dealing. 
Eros-love has a tendeney to turn into a universal principle of life, 
either to subjeot things to itself or to crowd out everything else. 
And, therefore, eros-love is not only the search for the fullness 
and intensity of love, but also a compreasion and a decrease in the 
richness of life.31 
Sex easily cheapens and profanes human life. It easily deludes man 
into thinking that a te~pora.17 infatuation or a strong sexual impulse is 
true love. The moment that he possesses the object of his sexual desires, 
he becomes bored and satiated. In married life sex often becomes nothing 
more than habit, completely disconnected with any deeper spiritual aspect. 
Frequently it is the cause for living life on a purely sensual and s~per-
ficial level. On occasion it offers an easy escape from the suffering of 
evecyday life. Sex can profane the \ihole of human nature. It has a vq 
of making things trivial and suparficiaJ..32 
Before conoluding this section on love, it would be ~ell to discuss 
more fully the relation of sex to personalistic love already alluded to 
JO!oid. • p. 232. 
31Berdyaev, Sle.veq !!1! Freedom, p. 235. 
32cp. !!!!a·, p. 231 and Derd.yaev., ~ Destiny .2! 11!!!, p. 141 • 
above. Berdyaev atatee that 
The stamp of the Fall of mo.n very clearly lies upon sexual union, 
it 1s seen in everything , and it embarras ae~ man and disquiets him. 
nut t'lan endeavors to give meaning to and j'ustify sexual union.33 
Confronted with this man has thought out three ways of Juatif~ing 
sexual union. The most common of these is that it perpetuates the race. 
:Berd.yn.ev rejects this interpretation &s evil becaus e it makes t16Jl merely 
an e~ent of the generi c process • .Fur thermore, n1t is h.ypocritical to 
a s se1·t tha t man is attracted to sexua l-union for the sake of the birth of 
children when a like end may be merely the result of reflex, action. • The 
second in·~e1•preta tion is t hat the meaning of sexual union is the pleasure 
e.nd satisfaction it affords. J3erdye.ev also rejects this one for it makes 
man a s l ave to his lo\1er n. ture. It means that motiva tion does not come 
from tho spirit but from nature. The third one and the one Bardyaev es-
pouses is t hat 
The meaning of sexual union i s to be found in the union with the 
l oved one . in the a ttainment of completion from this ru1ion. This 
meaning is personal and the only admissable and morally and spiri-
t ually justifiable one, and it presupposes t hat se,: is chara.cterized 
in terms of apirituality.34 
Before concluding this section on sex. i t would be .well to s~ a few 
words on :Berd.)>aev·1 s views of man' a sexual being prior . to the .Fall. Was 
man created bisexual or heterosexual? Berd3aev does not answer this ques-
tion. It would seem to me, however, that opposite ansvers could logioall7 
be deduced f rom his sta tement on sex. One could argue th~t siuce sex 
.3J.serd7aev, Slavery ~ J,'reedom, p. 236. 
31•~. (}:9. al~o Berdyaev, !ru!_ Destiny 2!. !1.W!, pp. 240-2. 
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denote s dividedneso~eeparation into the male and female principto3S--man•a 
oondition before the Fall mus t of necessity hav~ been bise:zual. Taking 
t {lis viewpoint, bisexualit;y itould be equivalent to aMr o~ . The opposite 
view would sta te that inasmuch a s sex bring~ ~bou t the re~l ization of 
wholene as,36 man bef ore the F'all must hc,.ve been a hete1•osexu.el o~i ng who 
lived en androgynous life through Eex. 
Now, ho\'1ever . ha.ving sa id t hat, it must be stated 'that :Berdy~ev would 
p robably t ake neither of these views for it ilioul d mean trc1nsferring cate-
~oriee of this 3inful wo?ld to ~ s tate of be ing tha t pr eceded this world. 
Sex, as a condi t i on of 2inful man, i s a result of the Fall. This means 
that se~ oame i nto bei ng with this world and will diaappsar with this 
uorld. To a sk whether. man before t he Fall wa~ bisexual or heterosexual 
is t o ack an illegitime te question. It is a question of the eeme type 
as does God vill t he good or is t he good the t which God wills? .Berdyaev 
i n aDaweri~ t h i s question st~t ed, fi!t is equally wrong t o say that God 
ir;, bound t o will tho good and tha t the good is tha t which God 111lls. We 
cannot j udge of God from our side of the distincti on between good and. 
evil. ~37 The same t ypa of answer ce.n be made to t he question of man's 
sexual being prior to the Fall. !tis equally wrong f or us to s~ tbat 
man ~as bisexual or heterosexual before t he Fall. We, living on this 
side of the Fall-which ga.ve rise to sex e.s we know it-cannot talk about 
JSsupra Jl, footnote 26. 
36St1pre. J4, footnote J4. 
J?:Berdyaev D .!!!.! Destiny 2! 1;1S, p. 4J. 
man• s sexual being prior to the :i'all. 
As a. conclusion to this chapter on the manifestations of evil, the 
concept of law in ~erd¥aev1 s thoue.)lt will be t~eated. It immediately 
becomes evident that Be~aev holds out no hope for solvin~ the problem 
of evil th.rough an ethics of the law. It is true that he sees in the 
la.\-1 e preventive of evil, but he also oees the same law that prevents 
evil, bring fort:ii evil. The law ha!l a twofold ch&racter. It c·ombate 
a nd denounces ~in, but in this ~rocess the law itself falle victim to the 
sin it denoi,ncea. This is d,1e to the fact tha t it has no in~rinsi:x power 
thut enabl es it to overpouer evil. It can denounce, but it eannot over-
come . l•'nrtber l!rnre, ina smuch a s the l aw is directed against the "Old Adam,n 
it is directed against gross evils. :But this renders it ine.dequate in 
solving the more complex problems of life. It is co~pletely valueless in 
t he solving of problems tha t have to do with higher valuea. When con-
f ron ted with a aituo.tioj'l. in which the inevitable result, regardless of 
\·1ha.t kind of action is t a.ken, i s evil, the law is useless. The reason for 
t he l aw's ,1oaknesa end inadequacy is due to it bcin.g a result of the Fe.11. 
It came into bo1ng simultaneous with the Fall and it shD.res in the 1m-
-potence of fallen nature. It is com.::,lete~ incapable of transcending good 
and evil. It is a result of dividedness and thus cannot bring about 
integr.a.lity. 
In another place Berd.ya.ev states th::>.t the weakneas of the law is 
connected with the fact th.et although C':rOd gave it 0 He does not take a 
pa2·t i n oar~·iilg it ou.t . There 1s no intimate oonneetion between the law 
and the source of being. The law is no ontological reality. n1,aw means 
precisely that God has withdrawn from man. Renee the impotence of the 
i 
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lRw t o chonge h11111an nature. "38 
In its rela tionship to man. the b.v a.tteurpts to mtike r.1e.n a slEI.Te of 
society and social contU t1ons. Livin_([. under an ethics of l ew, man 
easily becomes a slave to the moral valuations. the taboos, the norms that 
society seeks ·to i mpoae ,ipon him. The le.w does not recognize :per3onality, 
the uniquely i ndividual, the inner man. I t 1a incapable of recognizing 
mora l s truggl e going o~ in the depths of personalit y. All the l aw recog-
nize s is t he 0,1. twa rd man and him it we11ts to regulate accordi ng to a 
p r eacribed norm. 
The e t hic s of t he l aw i s t he er~re:::sion of herd morality . It 
or ganizes t he l ife of the average man, of the human her d, encl 
leaves altogether out of account the creative personality which 
rises above the common l evel. It deals with per sonality Ln the 
ebstract; the conorete personality does not exist for it. Th~ 
mor alit y of t he l aw h universally b i nding.'.39 
This i s an evi l for it subordina t es man, who is higher i n the h ierarchiea l 
s tructur e t~1 t he l aw-inasmuch a s pcrs.:>ns.l ity is hibher t han t he un1ver -
S3.l-- to t he l aw. 
The grea test of a l l evils connected with the l ow , however, consi sts 
in tha t :i.t seduces man i nto believ i ng tha t sal ve. tion iG a ttained. t hr-,ugh 
·~he l a,-,. l3erdyaev r ef er s to t hi s a s Pharisa ism. The Pharisee ia a t ype 
of per son who believes he i s save,l by ,.;:eepin6 the la.,1. The di f f iculty in 
repu di a ting thia , i n sh mting t h.et the law is pouerless t o save , lie s in 
t he f ac t tha t a legalis tic ethics is pr acti cal. ·;.'ha Phari see is able to 
f ulf ill the l aw and therefore thinks he is saved. There is a t wofold 
fal sity i n thi~ bolief. First of all, because the Pharisee r egards the 
38Ib:ld., p. 101,1.. 
391bid.. :p. 95. 
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law as higher than man, his mot1vatio?! for 11 good works" procedes froI!l 
his concern for his own personal salvation instead of love for his 
neighbor. But good works done not for the love of others but for the 
salvation of one I s O\tn soul a.re not good at all. In the second place, 
because la.1·1 sp:rang up as a result oi' sin, it is po~rerless to free man from 
the world int o which sin precipitated him. It is e.:pplicable only to e. 
world where the distinction between good and evil exists. \·/here there is 
no dis·tinction between good tllld evil, there also is no law. And conversely, 
i.·rhe:re the law is, there i s a lso the di~r~inction between good and evil. 
Consequently if m.i.lvation were by means of the law, it would mean that 
life in eternity would ·oe lived on a le·vel 1.-rhere the distinction between 
good and evil still exists. But this is untenable F...nd blasphemous for it 
vitiates the lif e and death of Christ inasmuch as Christ's work of redemP'"' 
t ion means this distinction is transcended. Salvation means man is beyond 
the ethics of the law. His life is no longer divided but complete and 
intagral.40 
40For this section on law compare Berdyaev. ~ DestipY ~!'.!!!!, 
pp. 84-102. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE mm OF EVIL 
In this chapter I propose to show the limitations Berd.¥a..ev ascribes 
to evil. For him evil is neither all powerful nor eternal. Evil can be 
destro~ed. l1nd not only destroyed but also overcome and transformed. 
Tha t vhioh is evil, which contains within itself non-being, through the 
workings of God becomes being e.nd transcends both good and evil. 
Man, as the last two chapters attempted to show, lives in and is en-
slaved by an evil universe. Thia evil so corrupts life, the.t life would 
be unendurable except for the revelation that there is a God who underlies 
exi st ence, a God who suffers along with and for man. 
Chris tianity reveals to us a God who in the person of the Onl~ Be-
gotten son enters this world to overcome sin through si.1ffering. Conse-
quently the rela tion of Christianity to suffering is paradoxical. It 
reveals t hat suffering is e. result of evil and at the same time it 1s the 
means by which evil is overcome. Ey His suffering on the cross, Christ 
redeemed the sins of the whole world. 
When man accepts suffering and recognizes that it has a positive 
meaning, tha t throltgh it evil is overcome. the pain of it grows less 
and loses its power over him. The most frightful of all suffering is 
the suffering which man \11111 not accept against which he feels vindictive. 
This suffering embitters man and makes a hell of his life. 
»ut when he accepts suffering as hatlDB a higher meaning, it regen-
erates him, Thie is the meaning of the Cross. ~Take up t~ orosa 
40 
antl follow me.n Thnt means ttccept su:f:t'ering, understand its mean-
ing and bear it graciously.l 
In the person of Christ in whom all of humanity finds its place, man 
attemp ts to overcome sin and death by sacrifice and suffering. Through 
and in Christ hume...,. nature cooperates i n the ,..,ork of redelfl3ltion. nRedern:p-
t!on i s a. dual process in t.>1hich both God a.nd man shara i yP-t it is but one 
p roce so ~ not two. Without human nature a nd the exercise of human freedom 
1 t would ba i mpossible. 172 Ua.n truces v. part in the process of redemption 
b} cheerfully t aking u~ his cross and folloving Christ. He recogniees the 
u se to which suffering ea.n be put and he constantly reaffirms the good 
i n su:ffe ring. 
'l'he t ruth of suff ering is cloaely connected ,-11th the problem of 
freedom. In the f irst chapter it was pointed out that evil he.sits 
source in freea.om, in the Ungrund. which is prior even to C-od. God bas 
done everyt hing possible to bring light into this freedom. 
Bu.t without destroying freedom He could. not conquer the power of 
evil conta ined in it. That is vhy there is tragedy and evil in this 
world; all tragedy 1a connneeted with freedom. And ve can only 
reconcile ourselves to the tragedy of the world because God suffers 
too. God shares Hts creature's destiny. He sacrifices Himself for 
the world and for nan whom Ee loves and yearns for.3 
In the person of the Only :Begotten Son, God enters the world, identi-
fies Himself with sinful man, and by the mystery of His sufferi~, de~ 
troys the power of evil in nature from within.4 ThrOU8h Christ's suffer-
ln1colas :Berdyaev, ~ Destiny 2f }1E. transla ted by Uatalie Dudding-
ton (~ondon: Geoffrey ~les. 1948). p. 119. 
2Nicolas Berdyaev, Freedor.i ~ ~ S'Pirit, translated b7 Oliver 
Fielding Clarke (London: Geoffrey Blea, l9li.8), p. 1?7. 
3.aerdyaev, ~ Destiny ~ ~. :p. :30. 
4supra 19. 
1ng evil is destroyed, but its source, freedom, remains intact. 
In the -passion of the Son of God and the Son of },!e.n on Calvaey 
freec'iom becomes the powe:r of divine love which enl1ghtena and 
transf igures human freedom in the ea.vi~ of the world. Trnth in 
the e.:uise of s1.1i"fering and love roe.kes us free without constraint; 
in fact it creates a new and higher kind of freedom.S 
H creates a freedom that is beyonc1 good and evil. l'li\ll' a determina,-
t:1.on hencef o1 .. th comes from within and not from without .. And a man deterined 
f xom \,i thin--fI"om freedom, is an integral man, a complete personali t;y. 
The slavery of objectivization and exteriorization no longer can control 
him. 
In the Gospel we are told of the coming of the Kingdom of God. This 
Kingdom is beyond the familiar distinctions bet~een good and evil "accord-
ing to which the first are first and the l ast a.re lost. 11 The legalistic 
vs.lue.tiona of good and. evil no longer e.:pply. "The harlots and publicans 
go into the Kingdom of Ood before you. 11 Christianity reveals an entirely 
different a t'c.i tude to man than the pagan. and even tho J'ewish "A'Ol'ld. It 
is a. paradoxical one. And the pai·ado::: bas to do ~i th sin. Si:nee all 
have sinned, no one has the right to condemn anyone else. ~ercy is 
there for everyone. 
Conaequently it is Christianity that gives rise to the longing for 
universal salvation. i.e., for real vi atorJ over evil, as o~posed 
to the longing foi confinin5 t he ideked to hell, first in time snd 
theL in e ternity. 
The Gospel tells us thnt in the KiD&"1om of God the ethics of the lav 
a re r~plaoed by tho ethics of redemption and creation. God is revealed 
not as a God who exacts retribution, but as o. God who saves and gives 
5Ber~v. Preedom~~ suirit, y. 1?8. 
6»erd1'aev, ~ Destiny 2f ~. :p. 113. 
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life. •,rlw:-r.1eh the Hedeo'5)tion he froes men fi'om the powor of :.he l av. £rot1 
the iniw.IDeruble aoainl taboos th~t hold him c~ptive. tn t he Gospel r,od 
rovea le to u s th.:,t man io hit;her than nbstro.ct good, tha.t IJ&n ie higher 
tha.11 the Sabbath. Ho shows l!S that Ghr1atien1 ty is based. not upon law. 
l3u t upon ti. living Deinr;;. e. PorsonnU ty. and. man• s !)erso.o.o.l relc.tion 
t o C-Od. r~d. h1G ne ighboi-. Christianity ha.a placed ma.n above tl1£1 idea 
o:f th~ good .... rJllle 1dea of the e;oocl lik<! overy othei-- !don l!nlst 
y ield cmd mclk9 <..·a_v for man. It is not the abetre.ct idea. of the 
~ood 0 but mc1n ,1ho is God's Cl'eatiou aud r..od's child. ;!an inherits 
e te:i'nity while nothin~ shall be left of t he le.w.? 
Bver--.1th :l.ng in hbe G,ospol ie com:iec-:;vd with the }'.ler son of Christ. If 
yo-..i r euove Chris t y o., have 1v>thine. Th6 words and injuno~ions of Christ 
e.r a 1.1 t te:rly 1rr.pos:::1'ble of e.ocoiapliGl:tnent ape.rt fror:i Chri :1t . l>".t ~hbt is 
i mpossible f o::." man is l)Osnible for God. '.fnr{)Ugh ;;hr:lat &nd in Christ 
tna i njunctiono ·) f the C'tos.!)el becomo 1•ealitioa. Ghr1.$t BiVf)G man t he power 
t o o.tta.in t he ;)e r foction the KiJll'lion1 of God talks about . By re3toring 
t o il'!SD hi~ role a~ o:.."Ootor, fie ranowo a.nd otl'ongthens the im~ e of God in 
man. God makes sini'ul mtm a part to play in the creation of the universe. 
Re f ills ma."l with po...ror to cr.;:iate vo.l11eG 1 to call forth nGw axistencea 
out ~,-:: the Ungruad. Aoco1-ding to the image of God in him, man io able 
to a,mquer fear cmd overcome the consequences of s i n. As t-. creator man 
tranocends the limits of good .mid ~vil, of time and s~aae. Re r.z.a con-
tact with t he eto~nal.. 8 
Creativ'e work takes plaae ln time, but tl1e c~auti7e act is d.irocted 
U',Pon the eterne.l.... .Ul the products of r:1an° s ~oniua may oe 
temporo.l and corruptible, but the oraaU·ve fir;, itoelf is etarn&l.. 
?Ibid., p. 124. -
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and everythi ng tem9oral ought to be consumed in it.9 
.At this poi nt we turn to Berdyaev•s concept of death. Death, which 
is a universal experience of human l ife, is both t he end of all meaning 
a.~d at the same ti~e the establishment of me:aning. Dea th c o.nes to every-
one and to everythi ng in this natural world. It comes not only at the end. 
of lifeo but it is an experience of every moment of life . It is the result 
of the dividedne ~s of our being. Living i n a ape.co-t i me we constantly 
come face to face ~ith death. The disappearance of emot ions and feelings 
i s an experi ence of death i n time. Parting fro~ a friend, a town. a home 
i s 011 expe1·le11ce of dee.th in space. 
r>aath cannot be under fJ tood n;erely aG the l ast moment of lif e followed 
t~t ther oy non-being or by existet1ce in the world beyond. Death is 
an event embracing the ,.,hole of life. 011r existence is f ull of 
dna.th nnd dying. Life i s perpetuu.1 dying, e.xperienci;ne the end in 
everythine , u contirntal struggle against dea th and a partial cl,ying 
of the hun1ru1 body and the humen soul. Death tiithin life is du.e to 
the imposBibil ity of embracing the f'ullne s8 of being, either in 
time or in space .10 
The harf;hnos1;1 o.ncl hopelesaMss of death has often been softened by 
peopl e who, a lthou~h not recognizing personal immortality, find comfort 
in t he belief that tb~ir works and activities will live on in the race. 
Berdyaev has no :room for comfort of this kind, for it doea not take into 
consideration t he Last Judgment. There will be an end to everything in 
thia 1·10rld. !{ot only indiYiduals b·ut also nations rlll be j udged. 
Apocalypse io the end of all pers:p,:etive of rncial or cosmic 
immortal i ty; in it every creatur e end all the world is directly 
faced with the judgment of eternity. There ·can bo no comfort in 
9rbid., p. 136. 
l0Ibid., y. 251. 
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the thou€:ht that we shall be immortal in out" children a:.~d the.t our 
world .-,111 last forever, for the end is coming to all consolations 
tha.t a re in tirr:e.11 
1"o:r:- Derdyaev 'ftdeath 1~ the most terrible and the only evil. Ever;y 
kind. of Erl!il 1-n the J.ast. r esort means d.ea.th. 1112 Evil is de.ath and dea.th 
i s the re milt of evil. It is c:. return to non-being, which at this ti..'!le 
fir s t becorue '3 evn.1:3 The gre~itest evil in death isthe death of personality, 
for ria r ~ont'll !ty i ~ olastined for eternity. 
The dea t h o~ tha.t which is eternal a.nd. immorta l in 1 ts me2I,ing and 
dectination is alone tragic, there is nothing tragic about the 
dea th of tha temporal and. tra.nsi tory. Th~ des.t h of persona.Ii t y in 
man i s tragfo beeai.1:;e pe1·son.alit;\' i o God's eternal idea. of him. 
It is unendurs.ble t hat c'. compl ete personality containing the unity 
of s.11 human ::9owers and pos r.i bili ties sh:mld die .14 
nut death is not only evil~ but also good. D8ath give s meE'..ning to 
life . Doath r eminds man t r.at he has not fulfilled his desti~r in life, 
tbat he has (;OM ~ 0 tra.y. Through death--be :tt the death of -;nan. societies, 
or cnrnt !)wr:--truth E.nd 1·ighteousne so :remind man that life ht·.s bae11 distorted 
a nd perverted. nnea t h reminds men of the divinG tru~.;h .!l'nd does not s.llow 
unriGht eousness to be eterna1.n15 l\'l,,.rthermore, it is eeath which ennobles 
~nd t?'snsf:i.gures the :past. !t purifies the past. for nothin,g corrupt 
e.nd evil car:: eacc-.pe dee.th. Only what is creative in the past will live 
on. 
llibid.f p. 260. 
12Ibid., :p. 2.52. Cp. Berdyaev, Freedom~~ Spirit, p. 18?. 
13J3e rdyaev, ~ Destiny 2£.. ~. :p. 26. 
14tb1d. 0 p. 2.5.5. 
15rb1d.., :9. 262. Cp. l3erdye.ev, Slaveq ~ Freedom, translated b7 
R. 1-1 . French (New Tork: Charles Sofibner1 s Sons, 1944), p. 111. 
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The veey meaning of death 1s the.t man• s destiny does not lie in 
this fallen \'lorld. Death manifests the de»ths of life end reveals 
tha end, which alone gives meaning to life: Life is noble only 
because it contains death, an end which testifies that man is 
destined to another and higher life. Life would be low and mean-
ingles s if there were no death and no end.16 
A Chri stian :facing death sees in it judgment of his life. :But he 
a l so sees mor e in it. Hie attitude towa rds death is completely bound up 
a nd r e l ated to Christ's death. Christ's dee th chan~es me.n, both his life 
a nd his death. Ohri st • s death means that the pust cnn be wiped out. Ube.t 
i s done can be undone. The vil of man•s past life need not pervert and 
de stroy his present and future life. The threads connecting the past 
with tho pre sent ere cut. 
There i n lies the mystery of penitence and the remission of sins. 
l:fan Gwnnot forgive himself' his sin and vilenss: he is ,me.ble to 
f or l,:~et his evil pa.st. ]3ut Christ ha s taken upon Himsel f the sins 
of the wor ld, and He can take awoy our sin and forgiTe it.1'7 
The fear man has of the future is intimately nssocie tad with death. 
Man fears the future because he fears i~pending death. He realizes that 
death is his fate in this \'lorld and shirks from it. 
But me.n's free and creative spirit rises against this slavery to 
dea th and fate. It has another vista of life springill€ from 
froedom and creativeness. In and through Christ the fate of 
dee.th is ca.ncelled, although empirically every man dies.18 
1-tP.n sho1tld not flee from death but accept it freely, for Christ him-
self died and through death conquered death. But Christ's death did not 
only conquer dea th, it also sanctified death. Through the Cross death is 
l6.BP.rdyoev
0 
~ Destiny 2!. Man, p. 2.50. Cp. l3erdya.ev, Freedom~ 
~ Spirit, p. 188. 
l?B~r.~yaav, ~ nestiny 2.f li!!!, p. 108. 
18Ibid., :p. 146. 
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transfigured. Instead of leading to onn1h1lation it leads to resurrection. 
Now men bas to die ao that he c&n live. By cooperating in Chr1st•e dea th, 
tha.t is by acceptin,.6 the consequences of it for oneself, one triumphc over 
the deetro~ing power of death.19 And that is a triumph that talces place 
both in the present moment, for man in Christ dailr dies and rises again, 
and also at the end of the ages when the dead in Christ will rise to 
eternal life . 
From Berdyaev•s concept of death we now p~ss over to his concept of 
hell 9 which poses severe.l e.ntinomies. Simply to dismiss hell, me.kes life 
ton superf icial and too easy. Man likes to live on the tmr:faoe of life 
,-,here the :probl em of hell does not yresent itself t o him. .But once man 
loze o a sense of eternal life he also loses the sense of responsibilit~ 
wh:1.oh eternity imposes upon him. 20 Having said that, tl'.1.e opposite must 
a lso be said. Belief in hell makes moral and spiritual life oeaningless 
f or then it is lived under the f ear of tor ture. And to1•tUJ·e can make e. 
man do ~nything. But any a.etion performed because of pressure a.1nli'ed 
from without end not because of love cannot be considered of any moral 
or spiritual value . 
I f hell exists and ie a menaoe to me, disinterested love of God is 
for me impossible, and my aotions a.re insnired not by striving for 
~erfection but by the desire to avoid eternal tormenta.21 
Fu.rthermore, the existence of personality and freedom demands the 
possibility of a.n existence of hell. It is a rejection of .freedom to 
l9c~.~ .. r. 252; and ~erdyaev, Freedom~~ Spirit, p. 187. 
20~p. :Bt>rd.yaev, 1'.h!! Destiny .2.f 1-it".n, p. 266. 
21Ibicl .• -
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affirm thut man can be forced to be good ond to be compulsorily installed 
into hea?,en. Man's freedom demends the existence of hell, f-,r man may 
actually prefer to lead a completely self-centered life totally separated 
from God. Hem~ prefer that to giving his self up. If man is really 
free, then he is f1-ee to choose torment ~ithout God in pl~ce of happiness 
,-Jith God. But having aaid that, it is also necessary to s~ the opposite. 
] 'or jus t as it is impossible to affirm human freedom and then deny the 
pos s ibili ty of hell nnd the existence of h'nman freedom. God could not 
have pr edete rmined a hell for that would bG a denial of hUiilan freedorn.22 
Hell is the dark, i rra tional, meonic fxeedom which ha s crystalized 
i nto fat e . Christian eonsciousness denies the existence of fate 
in the nncient Gr d0k sense, f or that is inco~patible with God and 
hUI11a.11 f~eedom. But the idea of hell is equivalent to that of fate.23 
In t ry ing to find an ano\ier to t,hs problem of hell, the mind arrives 
a t a t\1of old a.mnrer. ObJectively it is unthirur..able, bu t subjectively it 
i s e.n empirical r eality . If one looks at it from God's point of view 
and objectifies it is incomprehensible and disgusting. If one looks at 
it from man's vie't'1poi.n't, one ha s to admit i ts existence. If i:;e consider 
i t a s an objective reality it is difficult to accept the idea tha t one's 
eterna l de:atiny should be decided by one's actions during :;. relatively 
short period of time. And it is unthinkable the.ta temporal act should 
be :punished by e t ernal dwnnation. FUrthermore to think that God pre-
determined hell as a pl ace of objective reality for the sake of Justice 
or that he parmits it to abide side by side with His Kingdom is an insult 
22ep. ibid •• pp. 266, 273: a.nd Berd.¥a.eT, Freedom~ .la! S~irit, 
p . 324 f. -
23.serd,aev, la Destiny 2! Mau, :p. 273. 
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to <Jod. !t 1,1011:!.d mean that creation we.s e. failure • 
.An idea of an objeetified hell as a special sphere of eternal life 
is c, ltogether intolerable, unthinkable, and indeed 1~compa.t1ble 
w:t th f aith ir1 God. A C,od \·rho deliberately allows the existence of 
entar-.aa.l tonnents is not God at all but mo1•e like the devil. Hell 
as a. place of retribution for the uicked, which is a comfort to 
the good is a foiry" tale; tha1•e is not a sh6dow of rea.11 ty a.bout 
it; it i s borrowed from oiu· everyday e:,::istenoc with its rewa.rda 
and punishments.24 
_,\,s a. realm of subjective real1 ty , . however, we must e.dmi t that hell 
ex ists. 
Unthinkable a!li e. realm of objective being, hell exists in the sub-
jective sphere and is a part of human experience. Hell, like heaven, 
is merely a. symbol of man• o spiritual life. The experience of hell 
means compl e t e self-centeredness, inability to enter into objective 
be ing, aelf-e.baorption, to t·lhich eternity is closed and nothing but 
barl 1nfinit¥ left.25 
The icle e. of e ternal hell al'ises from the experience of suffering here 1n 
t i 1:m ·torments trut t one thinks last. forever. It is d.ue to a person being 
s o shut up iu himself that he is unable to communicate with or pass over 
to aeyone o:r- anything else. '1'he subjective ex:r,e1·ience of hell is the 
ina.bil1 ty t o e!lce:pe fI'om self-centered agony. But this hell is not an 
objective reality but an illusion enused by egocentricity. Hell is not 
eter:ai ty but i s co&tinu~tion in endless time. In hell one finds those 
\'Jho de not p8Ss over into eternity but remain in time. 26 
Man, when he is haunted b~r the horror of eoiltinuation in time which 
a ppears to him a s endless, seeks escape through dee.th. This :Serdyaev 
calls a sign of decadence and an illusion. for \then a person does this 
24~.~ p. 268. 
25roid. -
26er . .!'lli•, p. 269; end Berd~aev, Ji'reedom ~ J:h! S"Pirit, p. J24. 
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he thinks of dea th s.s the end of everythbg and not of endless death. 27 
~ut the posa1bility of defeating hell lies not in death, but onl7 in 
and through Christ. 11 Fa.ith in Christ imd in Christ's resurrection 19 
fa.! th in ~·ictory over hell. tt28 It is impossible for God to give :victory 
over hell fo r this is not a me.tter of God's forgiveness and merO}' which 
i s i nfinite, but a matter that ha s to do with .dcrk, meonic freedom rooted 
in non-being . 1Iell b precisely this return to non-being, whicl: is not 
created by God cmd ove r which he has no pOiter. Neither is it possible 
for man t o de fea t h.oll for hell means that man has become e. slave of 
meonic freed.om. 
Christ alone can conquer the horror of hell es a manifestation of 
the creature 's freedom. Apart from Christ the tragic antinomy of 
f reedom snd nec6ssity ia insoluble, and in virtue of freedom bell 
r emains a necessity. The horror of it means that the soul with-
draws from Christ and His image in it grows dim. Salvetion from 
hell is open to ell in Christ the Savior. 29 
The possibility of salvation for all raises the question of Berd.yaev•s 
concept of heaven. Firs t of all it should be said that for him paradise 
i s beyond good and evil. It is a life of bliss and integrality. In 
paradise there is no distinction, no dividedness, no separation. Phis 
means that parad.1oe is not the tri'nmph of the good, a.t ~· rate not in our 
sense of the term, for good always implies judgment and constent rejection 
of· evil. 
We come nea.re:r to it when we think of it as bea,tty. The transfigura-
tion and regeneration of the world is baauty and not goodness. Pare.-
2?ep. l3erdyo.ev, ~ DestipY 21. lli:S, p. 280. 
28Ibid • . 
29Ibid., p. · 281. 
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dise ia theoais, deification of the creature. The good is relative 
to an u.ntre.nafigured and unregenerate world. Beauty alone is 
liberation fro~ the bu~den of care; goodness is not yet free from 
care.JO 
It is tremendously difficult for us to visualize paradise because it 
is beyond good and evil and therefore somethine of which we h~ve h~d no 
experience. We unconsciously e.pply the categories of this world to it 
and thcre b:,, conjure up :false images. l•!a.n dreams of paradise and e.t the 
same t i<ne fears it and thinks of H as dull a.ncl monotonous. T'n1:. idea of 
perfec tion i n this ~orld is a not yot, for perfection in this world is 
1.mpussible. ? e r feation meana the constant \:ltriving. lt is a dyna'llio. 
But when we t1•a.i1si'ar our idea of perf ection to pai:•a.dise it loses its 
dynr.lIDi c a:nd bocom<>s unapaaka.bly dull. 11 \1e thin.1<: in time and project 
paradise into the future; hence it ap-paars to u s a s a standstill, as 
the aesoation of infinite stTiv ing 5 rnoveoeut and creativeness, as tha 
a tta inment of completion and aatisfaation. r.31 
But paradise is not in the f'uture 0 is not in time, but in eternity. 
Eternity is attained in the actual moment, it comeo in the :!)resent-
not in the present which 1s part of the broken up time, but in 
the present which is an escape fron1 time.32 
Paradise ia a present moment, but an exiotantial moment and not an 
historical one . As auch it is qualitative a.nd not que.utitative . Gon-
s equentl;>' 1t does not imply less movement than time, but greater 8.'..nd more 
intenso movement . 33 
30Ibid. , p . 28?. 
.3llbid • • p. 288. 
J2Ibid. 
JJibi d •• 'P· 289 . Op. :Berdyaov, Slavery~ Freedom, p. 260. 
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Paradise, the Kingdom of God, has a twofold character in its relation 
to ·time. It comes both at the end of time and "through the depths of time." 
JUl eschatological !nterpretation of the Ki?lt,"'Ciom of Qod is the onl~ 
true one. But the paradox of esohe.tological consciousness is that 
the end is both put of'f to a n indefinite tirne in the future and ia 
near to ever~ moment of life. (There is an eocbatology within the ~ 
process of life.) There is i-ui eschatology within the process of 
life. Apocaly~ee is not merely the revelation of the end of the 
·~rorlcl r-,,nd of histo1·y. It is o.lso the x·evolation of the end within 
the world and th~ historical process, within human life and every 
momemt of life.3 ·~ 
'Paradise is both a now and a not yet. T'J1is entire world, w1 th all 
its e·\~il, will not only be destroyed thi·o,1.gh reci•eation at ·the end of 
time , but i ~ bciII{~ destroyed at this present moment through the creative 
a ction of mar!. ·~vil ·.-rill not only be c£:.ncelled out a.na. disappear at the 
end of the a .. ges, but that is already actually its fate in this existen-
tial moment ~,hen men through Christ live creative lives. 
'Before drawing this :paper to a close it would be well to restate 
what was a lready said above.JS The state of man beyond history is 
qualitatively different from that which was :prior to history. 
There are three stages in the development of the spirit: the 
origiae.l"".paradiaaical wholeness, preconscious wl1oleness which 
has not had the experience of thuught and freedom; division, 
reflection, vali:i.ation, f1•eedo:n of choice, and., finally, super-
conscious wholeness and co~pleteness that comes after freedom, 
reflectioh roid valuation,3° 
hl~n. prior to the Fall, oeca.uoe of his freedom, had the potentiality of 
evil "Ui thin him. 1'.:Vil, however, was not as yet ex:pres sed. After the 
34.serdyaev, The Destiny 2!. Ai!!:.!!, p. 2,90. Cp. l3er~ev, Slavery~ 
Freedom, pp. 262 1~61 267. 
35$1iura 20 f. 
~ardyaev, lli Destin.y 2.f. ~. p. J9. 
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Fall, when potential evil had beooma act,lal, he lived in a sta te of divided-
n e ss a.nd cxte:r:to:;:-1zati on. \·ihile man was living in this condition, Christ 
deaeended i nt o the sinful world, took upon Himself the condition of meonic 
fr<)edom, and. 'by Hi s dea t h "enlight ened meonic freedom from within. n That 
is 'Hi s deat h de stroyed the :potentiality of evil within meonic freedom with-
out destro: 'ing meonic f r eedom itself. In heaven, which is both a no\1 
and. r:. not yet. Chris t 's vict ory becomes man's victory. How men again is 
i n God und the worl d is in man. And this at.ate of bei ng wi ll r emain 
tl1ro,1gh e ternity. 
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